
May the Lord give you Peace! November-December 2020

O Come, O Come, Emmanuel!

Minister’s Message
    Pax et Bonum my dear sisters and brothers of Tau Shalom! 
My input here will not be short this month, it will be very short! 
I pray that you all had a blessed and Happy Thanksgiving. This year 
will be a Thanksgiving to remember, or to forget, depending on 
your outlook. We sure missed having family home for dinner. 
Peggy and I will have Thanksgiving dinner alone this year for the 
very first time. 
The enormity of the Covid epidemic is starting to take a toll on all 
of us. How should we react to the constant influx of bad news? Let 
us boldly say that we will not be afraid. We will trust in the power of 
prayer, and the endless graces of our Lord and a Savior, Jesus 
Christ.  

Rest easy in the words of dear St. Francis, “ Lord, help me to live this 
day, quietly, easily. To lean upon Thy great strength, trustfully, 
restfully. To wait for the unfolding of Thy will, patiently, serenely. To 
meet others, peacefully, joyously. To face tomorrow, confidently, 
courageously.”  
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Upcoming Dates 

Sunday, 29 Nov, 6:00 
pm - Crown Rosary via 

Zoom (see page 4) 

Wednesday 2 Dec.   
6:00 pm   

Regular Meeting, Zoom 

Saturday  12 Dec 9:00 am 
ongoing Formation 

 
our Formation meeting 
for December is TBA - 

stay tuned! 

Saturday, Jan 9, 2021. 
9:00 am, Zoom 

Prayer Intentions 

For our Franciscan brothers 
and sisters who are ill.

TAU SHALOM 
Emerging Fraternity | Secular Franciscan Order | La Crosse, WI
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May God give you His grace and mercy.  

Your humble servant and Minister, 

Kevin OFS 

Spiritual Assistant’s Message
COVID AND A REVIVAL OF MONASTICISM? 

Recently I heard from Tom Thibodeau, our Servant-Leadership 
professor that he read that COVID is spawning a type of revival in 
monastic lifestyle.  Just as Pope Francis, moved by the Holy Spirit, 
responded to the ecology and current crises in the world by 
drafting Laudato Si and Fratelli Tutti respectively, what is the 
pandemic doing to us without our realizing? 

Solidarity: “We are in this together” Monks take a  vow of stability 
which is designed to provide calm, prayer and lack of distraction.  
True, we are “stabilized” without our choosing – but in the 
meantime, what is this saying about slowing down from our hectic 
society? 

Obedience:  When we calm ourselves, hopefully, we can listen 
more.  The word obedience is derived from the Latin ab-audire, 
meaning listening – really listening to our lives slowing down and 
focusing on what is important. 

Fraternitas:  The monastic community of women and men just do 
not co-exist but live as brothers and sisters caring for each other. 
Would that a world post-pandemic evolve into what Fratelli Tutti 
envisions:  as brothers and sisters walking together and caring for 
their common home, Mother Earth! 

Contemplation:  All of the above facilitates a deeper consideration 
of what is essential..or in the thought of our holy Mother Clare:  to 
gaze, consider, contemplate and imitate the Way of Christ as 
embraced by Father Francis. 

The monastics indeed have 
something to teach us.  In the 
meantime,  let us consider their 
ancient wisdom and continue on 
with God’s blessing.  

Happy Thanksgiving!   

Fr. Conrad, OFM 
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Upcoming Meeting 
Information 

We will meet via Zoom for our 
upcoming gatherings due to the 
current spike in cases of 
COVID-19.  Watch for emails 
from Emilio with the Zoom 
information  

CROWN ROSARY with the 
Queen of Peace Regional 
Fraternity  (see p 4 for 
information)  - Sunday, Nov 29 at 
6:00 pm, via Zoom

From our Treasurer 

Even though we’re not meeting 
in person, please continue to 
support Tau Shalom with your 
financial contributions.  Checks 
may be made payable to “Secular 
Franciscan Order, Tau Shalom.”   
Send your contributions to:

Frederick Ellis 
1320 Pinecrest Lane, #13 
Onalaska, WI 54650-3479
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JPIC Corner
As we have carefully and prayerfully begun reading Pope Francis’ encyclical Fratelli Tuitti, On Fraternity and 
Social Friendship I realized how much this letter has to say to our world during these unsettled times.  It is an 
amazingly timely message for the challenges we face today! 

Early in his encyclical Pope Francis makes the point that the fragmentation we are facing in the world, 
despite our near-universal connectivity, will not be addressed by tweaking existing structures. He calls for a 
fundamental rethinking of society to be more inclusive and life affirming.  Just as Saint Francis was called to 
rebuild the Church, Pope Francis is calling us all to universal fraternity through the acknowledgement of the 
human dignity of each person. 

How important it is to dream together...By ourselves, we risk seeing mirages, things that are not there.  
Dreams, on the other hand, are built together. —Pope Francis 

In this call for universal fraternity I see a key role for us as Secular Franciscans.  Fraternity is our foundation 
and way of life.  So important is it that an entire section of our Rule is given over to ‘Life in Fraternity’.  Our 
rule also calls us out of our local fraternities to the radical proposition to; 

“(B)uild a more fraternal and evangelical world so that the kingdom of God may be brought about more 
effectively”.  (OFS Rule 14) 

Love is the cornerstone of this universal fraternity.  Not the romantic notion of love but the gritty, hard kind 
of love that is willing to enter into the chaos of others and meet them where they are.  It is not just loving 
those who love us but those difficult people with whom we do not see eye to eye. 

Love even for enemies is the key to the solution of the problems of our world. Jesus is not an impractical 
idealist; he is the practical realist. —Martin Luther King, Jr.This love is not a feeling but an action to be carried 
out; a choice we make every day in every way.  Only when enough of us, a critical mass, choose this radical 
love will we begin to see the changes in world systems that Pope Francis calls for. 

This is my commandment: that you love one another as I have loved you (Jn 15:12) 

This is my challenge, to find daily ways to love that take me out of my comfort zone, to ‘bridge the mask’ to 
make human contact with people, and to be a part of love’s critical mass that will ultimately change the 
world. 

John Ott, OFS 

Birthdays and Profession Anniversaries
John Abendroth - Birthday November 19 
Frederick Ellis - Birthday December 1  
Sean O’Flaherty - Birthday December 18  
Peggy Dubois - Birthday January 17 
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Fraternity “Elections” Coming soon!
Tau Shalom has Emerging Fraternity status, during which we choose council members to take “appointed” 
positions for a year at a time.  We are entering our third year of “Emerging” status, and will be choosing 
council members to fill the roles of Minister, Vice Minister, Secretary, Treasurer and Formation Director 
during our January meeting. Professed members, please prayerfully consider a role on the Council that you 
might like to try out for a year.   

The Rule of the Secular Franciscan Order - Article 15
Let them individually and collectively be in the forefront in promoting justice by the testimony of their 
human lives and heir courageous initiatives.  Especially in the field of public life, they should make 
definite choices in harmony with their faith.  

…[This] particular aspect of the Secular Franciscans’ evangelical action is social justice, 
both on the individual level and on the level of community participation.  They must show 
justice themselves and motivate justice in others, not just in their private lives, but also in 
the public forum of politics, business, economics and the like.  This mandate for advancing 
social justice as an organized group overturns previous prohibitions against a public 
common expression of rights when it is carried out as a means of demonstrating the 
convictions of faith.

from The Rule of the Secular Franciscan Order with Catechism and Instructions (1981)

From the International Fraternity…
A worldwide Day of Prayer has been announced by the OFS Presidency.  On Sunday, November 
29, all Secular Franciscans and Franciscan Youth are called upon to pray.  The letter may be read 
on the Queen of Peace Region website here:  https://queenofpeaceregion.org/documents/
2020/11/EN%20worldwide%20day%20of%20prayer%20nov%2029%202020%20%20copy.pdf 

Pray the Crown Rosary with the Queen of Peace Region
In response to the above request from our leadership, PLEASE JOIN YOUR BROTHER AND SISTER SECULAR 
FRANCISCANS IN PRAYER.  The Queen of Peace Regional Fraternity invites you to join in a recitation of the 
Franciscan Crown Rosary Sunday, November 29 at 6:00 pm CST, via Zoom.  You will receive an email with the 
link to the Zoom meeting.   
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Meditations on the Holy Rosary
Our Lady’s Crowns 

This is a continuation of Charlie's article on the Holy Rosary, in particular, the Franciscan Crown Rosary. 

According to the Franciscan tradition, the Seven Joys of Our Lady are recited throughout the year. In recent 
years, the practice of substituting the Seven Sorrows of Mary during the penitential seasons of Lent and 
Advent and on Fridays has been adopted by some. 

Seven Sorrows of Our Lady 

1st Sorrow—The Prophecy of Simeon: When Mary and Joseph present the infant Jesus in the temple, 
“Simeon blessed them and said to Mary his mother, ‘Behold, this child is destined for the fall and rise of 
many in Israel, and to be a sign that will be contradicted and you yourself a sword will pierce so that the 
thoughts of many hearts may be revealed.’” Luke 2:34-35 

2nd Sorrow—The Flight into Egypt: “When they had departed, behold, the angel of the Lord appeared to 
Joseph in a dream and said, ‘Rise, take the child and his mother, flee to Egypt, and stay there until I tell you. 
Herod is going to search for the child to destroy him.’ Joseph rose and took the child and his mother by 
night and departed for Egypt.” Matt 2:13-14 

3rd Sorrow—The Child Jesus is Lost in the Temple: “After they had completed its days, as they were 
returning, the boy Jesus remained behind in Jerusalem, but his parents did not know it. Thinking that he was 
in the caravan, they journeyed for a day and looked for him among their relatives and acquaintances, but 
not finding him, they returned to Jerusalem to look for him.” Luke 2:43-45 

4th Sorrow—Mary Meets Jesus Carrying the Cross: Mary shares in the suffering of Jesus as He carries the 
cross through the streets of Jerusalem. Luke 23:27-29 

5th Sorrow—The Crucifixion of Jesus with Mary at the Foot of the Cross: Mary witnesses the crucifixion and 
death of Jesus. John 19:25-30 

6th Sorrow—Mary Receives the Body of 
Jesus When It is Taken Down from the 
Cross: Jesus is taken down from the 
Cross and his body is placed in the arms 
of Mary. Ps 130 

7th Sorrow—Mary Witnesses the Burial 
of Jesus: The body of Jesus is laid in the 
tomb and Mary awaits His Resurrection. 
Luke 23:50-56 

At the day’s conclusion, we pray…”O 
clemens, o pia, o dulcis Virgo Maria.” 

Charlie Peters, OFS 
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Editor’s Note
We are trying out a new schedule for the Tau Shalom newsletter, and will be publishing every two months 
instead of monthly.  Let’s see how this goes during the winter months, and we can revisit the schedule in the 
spring of 2021. 

Mary OFS 

Grace Notes
Camino stories   
Kevin and I have 2 dogs.  As we walk through the woods at this time of the year, they, of course, come 
along.  The older, bigger dog, Jack, does not stray too far as he explores what is up and down on the trail.  
The younger pup, Molly, roams through the woods, criss-crossing the trail and running wherever she goes.  I 
have learned to relax, as they reach the limits of their distance from us.  They never go beyond where they 
feel comfortable, and a short call brings them bounding back.  They know their family, and where they 
belong.   
 
When I think about our relationships with animals, I am reminded of the picture below.  This was taken on 
the Camino.  We came around a short “S” bend in the road, and saw this shepherd walking away from us.  
The picture is a little blurry, as he was about 20 yards down the road, and walking away.  
 
Can you see all the sheep?  Can you see how they are walking, one packed up close to the other, and all 
surrounding the shepherd?  There were probably half again as many that were walking ahead and around 
the shepherd, all trying to be as close to him as they could.  The only sound was their bleating, and the 
sound of their hooves on the dusty road. 
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Merry Christmas!

In the chapel at Greccio, Italy
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You can also spot the donkey, 
trailing along behind.  And the few 
daring sheep, sneaking off the 
road on the right.  The shepherd 
keeps walking, though, not looking 
back.  He trusts his sheep, and 
knows that they will keep to their 
family, the flock. 
 
When I have thought of the stories 
of the shepherds from the Bible, I 
had always pictured something 
more like when we walk our dogs.  
They know their limits for the most 
part, but tend to range far and 
wide.  But this experience showed 
me something quite different 
regarding how sheep relate to their 
shepherd.  They need to be as 
close to him as they can.  They 
follow his lead.  They look to him 
for guidance.  They do not stray 
away.  Even those 3 or 4 stragglers 
do not lose sight of the flock.   
 
And the shepherd himself walks in 
the midst of his flock.  He smells 
like the sheep.  His sheep know 
him, and he knows each of them.  
One and together, they make up 
the flock.   

 
It is an easy extension to see how we should follow Christ, and how He wants to be a close part of our lives.  
He cares for us and guides us.  He became incarnate, so that He also could “smell like the sheep.”  And we, 
for our part, need to be as close to Him as we can.  We feel His love, His protection, and His leadership 
through the roads of our lives.    
 
I will not forget the “mind picture” of this day - the heat, the dust, the smells and the sounds.  I often return to 
this photo, as it is one of my favorites.  I hope that I will never forget the lesson that this has taught, and I am 
blessed to be able to share it with you. 
 
Peace and all good, 

 
Peggy Dubois OFS
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